
Sabi

design : F. Rota

Sofas and modular elements.
The Sabi series also includes an armchair, a little armchair and a sun bed with adjustable backrest.

Structure: AISI 316 stainless steel, seat provided with elastic belts.
Base: Sassafras wood with natural finish or dyed in wengé colour, plastic spacers.

Structure upholstery: fixed and available in
- Thuia fabric
- hand-woven Rope cord
- hand-woven Aquatech cord
- flat cords in Rope yarn in different colours, hand-woven to feature a square pattern.

Seat cushion: removable, in polyester fibre, stress resistant polyurethane insert, fixed foam cover in waterproofed polyester.
Seat cushion upholstery: removable and available in the fabrics Luz, Rope T, Brio, Thea or Wara.

At least one back cushion and a loose cushion per person are necessary for complete seating comfort.

Back cushion: removable, in polyester fibre, stress resistant polyurethane insert, fixed foam cover in waterproofed polyester.
Loose cushion: removable, in polyester fibre, fixed foam cover in waterproofed polyester.
Cushions upholstery: removable and available in the fabrics Luz, Rope T, Brio, Thea or Wara.

Notes:
Coupling system: AISI 316 stainless steel.
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Back and loose cushions are necessary for enhanced comfort; quantity and dimensions depend on the selected product.

As an alternative, it is possible to use modular back cushions padded with polyester fibre, insert in stress resistant polyurethane, fixed covering
in waterproofed polyester and removable upholstery cover in the fabrics Luz, Rope T, Brio, Thea or Wara.

The sassafras wood is treated against stains and water with waterbased products that limit the absorption of liquids and greasy substances.

This product can be used also in interior environments.

We advise to use a Winter Set protection cover.
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B39MS + B39ED B39CS + B39NS

B39B + B39CD n° 2 B39B + B39F

B39CS + B39PTD
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